


THE BEST COMES AS STANDARD 





THE PHILOSOPHY 



Sansiri corporation was founded with a simple concept: “Constructing life, not just buildings.”  

And to achieve this goal we recognise that design and detail are both vital in achieving  

good quality of life. Integral to our DNA, this thinking is what drives our growth, and  

since launching the company in 1988, it remains central to our philosophy. 

 

Sansiri’s inaugural project, “Baan Kai Muk” at Hua Hin, signaled our commitment to enhanced  

living and immediately set us apart from competing property developers. The project employed  

key architects and artisans to produce one of the first truly modern buildings on the Thai resort  

coast. The result is a distinctive building, clad in bespoke mustard yellow tiles, that remains an  

icon of style and quality nearly thirty years after opening. 

 

It is through attention to detail and the creation of ‘enhanced living’ space that today  

bring Sansiri full circle. 





THE CONCEPT 



As with Baan Kai Muk, no expense is being spared during the design and construction of  

98 Wireless, our newest and most iconic development yet. Wireless Road is a prestigious tree-lined  

boulevard situated in the heart of the city. Lumpini park and the shopping district of Ploenchit are  

both adjacent to the street with extensive and varied transport access all within walking distance. 

 

The development will challenge accepted norms and raise expectations over what is possible in the  

luxury living sector. The building is imagined in a timeless classic style with quality and craftsmanship  

that are second to none. The architectural design counters the functionality of steel and glass  

modernism towards the warmth and promise of a considered and well-made environment. 

 

It is suffice to say that, at 98 Wireless, the best comes as standard. 



WORLD CLASS MATERIALS 
COME AS STANDARD 



As timeless elegance governs the concept and design philosophy, “craftsmanship” has  

become a mantra behind each and every construction process of 98 Wireless. The property  

is crafted, and the meticulous craftsmanship that has been put into the project is reflected very much  

earlier on in the process of materials sourcing.  

 

Marbles and limestones form the solid element that defines the timeless elegance both  

for the interiors and the facade of the building. A selection of the world’s most coveted  

marbles are used extensively, totalling an area of over 28,000 sqm., worth over 300 million baht and requiring the design  

team to fly over to the Italian mountains in order to select the size, quality and pattern of every single slab of stone.  

 

Solid oak wood, sourced from the best manufacturer in the US,  

comes in classic herringbone pattern for the living areas and straight plank pattern for the bedrooms. 

 

The door panels are a statement piece made of the rare mahogany crotch — a part of the tree  

where it splits into smaller trunks, creating a unique innate pattern that defines true luxury. 







EXCELLENT CRAFTSMANSHIP 
COMES AS STANDARD 



At 98 Wireless, where the best comes as a standard, the finishing touches on the walls and ceilings are 

 the work of Hyde Park Mouldings — a world-class name  in custom plaster mouldings and architectural ornaments  

behind the delicate finishing in the interior of Ralph Lauren Flagship Store on Madison Avenue  

and many other award-winning design projects that require highest level of expertise.  Ceiling  

systems, center-pieces and crown mouldings are all hand-crafted in its revered U.S -based studio  

with specific skills and techniques of celebrated traditional methods, bringing a touch of understated  

elegance into the each and every room. 





With an attention to detail and the desire to push beyond the existing boundary of luxury 

 living, the design team behind 98 Wireless searched the globe to find the best workshops and laboratories  

that can carpenter each and every material to ensure the highest specifications. The wrought 

 iron balustrade is made from high-quality thick metal sheets and cut into a special design pattern  

and structured to evoke a distinctly European feel including the brass hand railings. While the gorgeous, nickel brass shower 

frame are also all handmade. 





EXQUISITE DESIGN 
COMES AS STANDARD 



The underlining idea of “The best comes as standard” is demonstrated not just through a  

world-famous partners in architecture, construction and design names. At 98 Wireless, every  

detail and choice matters — even more so when it comes to selecting the best to compliment  

every living unit. Exclusively furnished in Ralph Lauren Home — the name that evokes timeless  

elegance befitting the project — 98 Wireless also boasts a selection of top series from  

world-renowned brands in its unit, from superior kitchen furnishings and appliances to 

 household names in bathroom. 





EXCLUSIVITY 
COMES AS STANDARD 



Every architectural landmark begins with a prestigious location — an address that intertwines a  

historical legacy with privileged neighbourhood or aged-old trees and fresh greenery with bustling  

modernity of entertainment and business complexes. It’s a place with cultural, social and  

economic history that projects a vision of modern timelessness — rare characteristics bestowed  

upon Wireless road and very few other places around the world. 

 

The very plot of land that serves as the location for 98 Wireless, Sansiri PLC’s first flagship project  

in nearly 30 years, is not just another address on Wireless road. It’s one of the very last freehold  

plots of land on this prestigious road and is at the prime crossroad  

of where the metropolis’s most distinguished commercial, hospitality and diplomatic districts intersect. 







PROJECT INFORMATION 


































